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DISCLAIMER
This Litepaper does not constitute any invest-
ment advice by our service. Investors are adviced
that a careful reading of this litepaper is necesary 
to fully understand the information contained in 
this litepaper and also to perform their own rese-
arch before investing.



INTRODUCTION
BCHPad is a decentralized launchpad built on 
Smart BitcoinCash which purpose is to help up-
coming DeFi projects raise funds in a secured and
convenient manner. We provide access to new 
verified projects, vetted investment opportunities 
and also screened factors such as KYC.

BCHPad looks forward to setting an unused 
standard for blockchain venture financing admi-
nistration by reclassifying the agreement form 
between ventures and community supporters.

VISION:
Our vision is to become a reputable and recogni-
zed community-driven blockchain service. Our 
community wants to make a difference by hel-
ping to create successful startups by providing 
them a level playing field. This gives them the 
chance to have a huge impact on the entire 
blockchain environment



WHY BCHPad
BCHPad aspires to save investors from loss of 
funds in investments. As we all know, the market 
has become notorious for rug-pull scams, where 
the developers abandon a project and either run 
away with project funds or sell off their 
pre-mined holdings leaving the investors severely 
damaged.

HOW IT WORKS FOR IDO APPLIER

- A project fills out the form to be listed on BCHPad.
- We vet the project based on what they are trying
   to achieve and check that it is up to our standard.
- A vote is then carried out between token holders.
- We then initiate an audit from our 3rd party  
   partner which then audits the contract.



NOTES

If the vote results ends at NO, the audit won‘t be
carried out and the IDO won‘t be held.
If the vote final results is YES, the project owners
then have to private doxx and then, the audit is
carried out.

- The project then sets an IDO date.
- The BCHPad team then sets the requirement to
   participate.
- The project launches on BCHPad.
- If the softcap or hardcap isn‘t reached before the
   set end date, the contract expires and then
   in   investors are allowed to withdraw funds out of it
   and the other way around if the softcap or hardcap
   is met.



TOKENOMICS



ROADMAP


